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INTRODUCTION
Digital transformation has changed the way we think about identity. A digital identity is, in
many varied and complex ways, different from a physical one and comes with a unique set of
challenges regarding identification – and security. With the events of 2020 sending the already
growing trend of remote working into overdrive, IT teams have a bigger task than ever when
it comes to accurately identifying who is accessing their corporate systems.
By May 2020, it was reported in Forbes that as many as half of all employed Americans were
working from home1. And with the increasing use of external contractors and third-party service
providers, more people than ever need remote access to corporate data.
Consider the identity and access challenges facing a hypothetical company operating in 2020.
They likely have a mixture of permanent and 3rd party staff working from their physical office,
from home or remote offices, and even other countries. On top of this, their staff will all need
access to different applications depending on their role, which may change over time.
Enrollment and unenrollment processes are complex as administrators manage ID turnover
and evolutions. Employees come and go, and roles and access needs change.
The sheer number of people requiring access to a modern organization’s systems and
applications make accurate identification paramount. And when time is money, both users and
the companies they work for expect systems and access to be just as efficient from outside the
office as within. Speed and agility are key in a constantly evolving digital work environment.
Security will always remain an indispensable consideration when discussing identity
management. In 2019, 75% of cyberattacks were due to failures in Identity and Access Security
practice2. 60% of cyberattacks exploit weak passwords and credentials. Simplifying access to
corporate applications necessitates securing the user identities accessing them.
With the boom in diversity among digital identities accessing corporate data and applications,
a robust and secure Identity and Access Security framework has never been more important.

1. https://www.forbes.com/sites/johnkoetsier/2020/03/20/58-of-american-knowledge-workers-are-now-working-remotely/#23c536153303
2. https://enterprise.verizon.com/resources/reports/dbir/
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based and on-premise applications. For IT teams,

A Transforming Workplace

this headache is multiplied even further, as they
need to consider every password for every app for

1. Digital Transformation

every person. The result is a massive risk surface,
and the likelihood of a compromised password

Return to the hypothetical company. In 2000,

starts looking like an inevitability rather than a

employees would access corporate data from

possibility.

within the office on company hardware protected
by a firewall. The IT team had on-site visibility over

In effect, the traditional security perimeters have

who was logging into corporate systems within the

been scattered far and wide and across a

office, and complete control over the hardware

heterogenous (and growing) set of corporate

and software that employees used.

applications. Remote access is here to stay with
the digital transformation, and keeping track of a

Today, things are more complex. In 2020,

geographically dispersed workforce brings a whole

employees may be based anywhere, and internal

new dimension to identity management where

mobility means roles and access requirements are

access, interoperability, and mobility intersect.

always changing. At the same time, people expect
access to corporate data quickly and easily via

2. IT Teams’ Need for Efficiency and

systems and applications which run the gamut

Productivity

from clunky, legacy in-house software to the latest
modern cloud-based platforms.

The increase in digital identities across a
Adding complexity to the pursuit of identity

multiplicity

management is that data and applications are

applications becoming too much for the IT team

increasingly being accessed through cloud-based

to manage is a strong motivator for implementing

applications. SaaS applications offer ease and

an IDaaS solution. The right identity management

flexibility for users as well as cost-savings for

platform

businesses. However, as businesses take on more

directories, manage users’ rights and access for all

SaaS applications and move operations to the

applications,

cloud, there are more instances where identity

provisioning, streamline connections for users, and

needs to be verified.

offer visibility over usage.

For employees, it can get confusing to juggle

With an increasingly diverse – and evolving – set

multiple logins for an ever-widening array of cloud-

of users at hand, IT administrators’ bandwidth is

4
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can

cloud-based

consolidate
simplify

and

in-house

multiple

provisioning

active

and

de-

The increase in digital
identities across a multiplicity
of cloud-based and in-house
applications becoming too
much for the IT team to
manage is a strong motivator
for implementing an IDaaS
solution.
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quickly consumed by onboarding new users,

Report, the average cost per compromised record

assigning access rights, removing access to no-

has steadily increased over the last three years.

longer

Now, the total average breach costs organizations

needed

platforms,

removing

users,

$3.92 million .

updating access as roles change, and doing all this
for to 3, 4, or a dozen applications which may vary
according to profile. Simplifying these time-

On top of the financial and reputational damage

consuming tasks is a key driver of IDaaS

caused by a breach, organizations can find

implementation. Not to mention the time and

themselves in violation of increasingly strict

hassle for users with logins and passwords for

regulations. Privacy regulations like the EU’s GDPR

dozens of applications.

are easy to violate if access and identity are handled
incorrectly – manual, error-prone systems simply

And yet, there is a key balance that needs to be

won’t cut it. And with stolen credentials, lateral

struck between simplicity and security. The Identity

moves across the network provide access to any

and Access Security solution needs to be simple and

amount of sensitive data which should be protected.

provide an effective but safe user experience for IT
teams and end-users alike to effectively streamline

Finding an Identity Management solution is critical

identity management and eliminate the hassle of

to the efficiency, security, and compliance of the

login credentials for a multitude of applications.

entire organization in the face of modern, digital
transformation challenges.

3. Stolen Identities & Credentials
According

to

Verizon’s

2020

Data

The Top 5 Considerations
Breach

Investigations Report (DBIR), 22% of breaches in

With an Identity and Access Security solution in

2019 involved phishing. They also reported that

place, the time, effort, and cost of managing

hackers are relying more heavily on the credentials

access is decreased. In addition, the risks of

stolen via phishing attacks to access sensitive

external and internal data breaches are greatly

systems and data. In other words, fraudulent

reduced. This can provide peace of mind when it

identification. Over 80% of data breaches come

comes to regulatory compliance, and significant

from stolen, default, or weak passwords. This is

return on investment. Identity management

hardly surprising when over 21% of people have

solutions enforce best practices in password and

10+ year old passwords – and it only takes 20

identity management and mitigate the risk of

milliseconds to crack a 7-character password.

insider threat by protecting user access to
corporate systems. And they can do all of this

With more people accessing corporate data, the

while maintaining ease-of-use for the end-user.

risk of data breaches has never been higher.

The key is for businesses to embrace an IDaaS –

According to IBM’s 2020 Cost of a Data Breach

Identity-as-a-Service – solution with a zero-trust
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framework and SSO and MFA technologies to

Single-Sign On solution, all corporate applications

render a complex issue simple. So, what are the

are successfully centralized into one, unique entry

main concerns to consider when selecting the right

point. Highly convenient for the user, but not so

IDaaS solution?

secure for the organization as it also centralizes
security risk into one, significant vulnerability.

1. User Experience

2. Security

First and foremost, an Identity and Access Security
solution

should

provide

user

Once centralized, securing this one, singular

experience. It should centralize and simplify

access point becomes paramount. Simplicity and

connections to everyday corporate applications to

user experience are great – but only if security is

make users’ lives easier. If connecting to resources

kept to the same high standard. Multi-factor

is complicated, hampering efficiency or daily

Authentication (MFA) enables heightened security

workflows, users will look for loopholes. From a

without impeding the SSO’s simplicity. When a

user’s

multiple

user logs in and attempts to access multiple

passwords for multiple applications and having to

applications, accurate authentication is key. The

regularly change them can be frustrating, which

best way to do this is through two-factor (2FA) or

often leads to bad password hygiene and,

MFA. Adding additional factors on top of a basic

ultimately, security vulnerabilities.

username/password combination can provide an

perspective,

a

seamless

remembering

organization with a high level of certainty of a
Authentication

is

important,

but

making

user’s identity.

employees go through it every time they need to
use an application can impact productivity. A

The combination of multiple forms of identification

single-sign-on (SSO) solution, where users can

verification ensures the highest level of confidence

verify their identity once and gain access to several

that a user is who they claim to be. Using a

related systems, is ideal. SSO means users no

combination of factors from different “families” of

longer need to remember multiple sets of log-in

factors is the most secure way of authenticating

details, nor do they have to log in repeatedly. With

digital identity:

the proliferation of SaaS and cloud-based apps,
• Something you know:

this saves a user having to go through a separate
authentication process every time they need to
accomplish a basic work task.

The most common form of authentication, typically
a password or pin code. This is never enough to

Using SSO within an Identity and Access Security

authenticate a remote user and should be

framework dramatically simplifies employees’

combined with at least one other factor.

workflows and improves productivity. Thanks to the

7
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• Something you have:

A self-service portal mean users are not waiting
around for support when their passwords need to be

This involves an item that a user has that is unique

to be reset. They’re able to sort it out for themselves,

to them. For example, a notification generated by

quickly and securely. In turn this also saves IT teams

a mobile phone app or a one-time password (OTP)

time and effort, as they won’t end up overwhelmed

generated by a physical or digital token.

with such a commonly occurring user request. For a
business, this leads to savings in both time and

• Something you are:

money.

Biometrics are part of a person’s physical identity

It’s vital that modern organizations are transparent

and

of

about their data practices and are able to give users

authentication. Examples include fingerprints, face

control over their own data. This is something else

ID, and even voice recognition.

that can be made possible through secure and easy-

offer

a

powerfully

unique

form

to-use self-service account management.
This extra step of authentication can, however, be
balanced to facilitate user experience. Context can

With the right solution, not only are users able to

be leveraged to decide on the best way to identify

help themselves, but provisioning can be handled

users. For example, workers in the office may just

automatically, as well. When a new user is added to

need their password, but remote workers outside

the directory, access to key applications can be

the corporate network might need a token to fully

automatically provisioned, according to their role

access their applications. This is known as

and needs. And when a user requests access to a

contextual authentication, where the number and

new application, the IDaaS solution will analyze their

level of authentications required can be adapted

role and create the appropriate access or generate

to the situation and nature of the application.

an approval workflow for validation.

3. Self-Service & Automation

Provisioning – and deprovisioning – are critical but
tedious, time-consuming tasks for IT administrators.
Centralizing not only corporate applications access

Self-service via web portals enables users to register

but also user management can have great benefits

themselves for application access, create accounts

as users constantly arrive, depart, and change roles

and passwords, and recover lost credentials.

and access needs.

Additional self-service capabilities include:

4. Platform Management

• Profile management
• Password management

Identity-as-a-Service solutions make things simple

• JIT Provisioning & Deprovisioning

for IT teams. It gives them a centralized and secure
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system to keep track of all access, permissions,

admins to manage and agile in an evolving

and users. Organizations can integrate IDaaS

context. If the administration of the system is

solutions with their existing infrastructure and

complicated or spread across several different

directories so that the right authorizations are

resources, it won’t be as effective. This idea applies

applied to the right users. They can also customize

to the end-user experience too.

identity control with their own authentication

5. Compliance & Audit

policies and access rules, and script their own
security behaviors.

Knowing who has access to which services and
When staff and technology change over time,

systems

is

a

key

requirement

identities and access can

cybersecurity

be flexibly managed as

privacy

users move through their
‘lifecycle’, by allowing for
users to be easily added,
removed, or amended via
one centralized platform for
an

entire

web

of

applications. Centralizing
Active Directory, LDAP, and
other directory sources to
funnel into one aggregated

Organizations can
integrate IDaaS
solutions with their
existing infrastructure
and directories so
that the right
authorizations are
applied to the
right users.

of

many

and

data

regulations.

A

centralized solution makes
it simple to respond to
auditors who need to know
who has access to your
corporate applications and
data. And knowing how
corporate applications are
used – or not used – down
to individual user accounts
enables IT teams to better

solution greatly simplifies

manage costs and improve

the work of IT teams.

the ROI of the services

Digital identities and access

they enlist.

can be monitored and changed as employees join,
leave, and move roles within the organization,

A robust IDaaS solution delivers complete and

assigning appropriate permissions to any number

thorough oversight of precisely which users have

of in-house, legacy, or cloud-based applications via

access to which applications, and with what level of

an array of standard protocols. This eliminates

privileges they are able to access to these

‘privilege creep’, where people accumulate rights

platforms. With government and industry-level

and privileges as they move around within a

cybersecurity and privacy regulations requiring high

company. Or worse, when ex-employees still retain

standards of access management, it becomes

access to sensitive corporate data.

imperative to control and enforce governance
policies – and offer proof of compliance when

The most effective IDaaS solutions are easy for IT

9
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necessary. Integrating a solution with a SIEM

time in case of platform failure or downtime? What

solution can provide clear visualization and

is the organization’s track record of platform

analysis of rich user access activity data.

uptime and performance?

Regulators are not the only ones to benefit from

The right provider should guarantee service

audit capabilities. With hundreds or thousands or

recovery and data recovery within 24 hours or less,

more users each with access to a multitude of

a service level to which they can be held

applications, IT teams struggle to maintain

accountable in the event of an outage. Cloud-

visibility over their budget, costs, and usage. IDaaS

based solutions, known for their scalability and

systems generate valuable data (i.e., logging

flexibility, should also commit to near-perfect

events and reporting on which users accessed

uptime, allowing the system to be down for a

what information and when) to better understand,

maximum of just a few hours across an entire year.

monitor, and improve identity management and

These

access

applications

provisioning.

Centralized

identity

management crossed with detailed logs empower

guarantees
and

ensure
operations

that
can

corporate
continue

seamlessly.

administrators to optimize their costs, reduce

IDaaS

waste where licenses are unused, and better
attribute resources where they’re needed most.

Organizations might be keen to experience the

* Bonus: High Availability & Performance

benefits of identity management for a variety of
reasons as their digital transformation advances.

Like any SaaS solution, it’s important to consider the

Identity-as-a-Service solutions deliver simple,

platform’s stability. When an entire organization’s

secure identity management to improve and

operations are depending on access to corporate

streamline

applications, high availability is mandatory and

both

user

experience

and

IT

administration.

performance is more important than ever. To
optimize centralization and management, the

1. Introducing IDaaS

system needs to be reliable, stable and secure.
Otherwise, even a couple of hours of downtime

Identity as a service (IDaaS) offers identity and

could result in chaos across an organization.

access security functions as a cloud-based
application. This allows all users, whether internal

Considering the service level agreement offered

employees,

by an IDaaS provider is an important step in

remote

workers,

or

third-party

providers to connect easily and securely to

choosing the best solution. What level of platform

company applications. Essentially, it’s Identity and

availability and stability does the solution commit

Access Security delivered as SaaS. For many

to? What should you expect in terms of recovery
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businesses, IDaaS offers the perfect way to get

secure access rules. IDaaS can also greatly reduce

effective and secure Identity and Access Security

an organization’s Capex and Opex investments

up and running.

when compared to building an in-house Identity
and Access Security solution.

The essential identity management capabilities a
business needs are covered by IDaaS:

Choosing the right IDaaS provider is important. A
business needs to be sure the provider they are

• Directory management

choosing embodies the key components of Identity

• Identity federation

and Access Security: simplicity and security.

• Single-Sign-On (SSO)

2. WALLIX Trustelem

• Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA)
• Contextual authentication
• Self-service account management

WALLIX Trustelem is an IDaaS Service platform

• Audit

offering simple and secure identity management.
WALLIX Trustelem centralizes and manages

With hardware, network, development, and

identities from Active Directory and other sources,

expertise costs to consider, maintaining in-house

and federates identity and access permissions to

identity management systems can be a major

all corporate applications via standard protocols.

investment. IDaaS solutions on the other hand,

With both single-sign on and multi-factor

deliver critical Identity and Access Security

authentication, WALLIX Trustelem takes care of

capabilities with the flexibility and simplicity of a

identity management simply and securely, allowing

cloud-based application.

corporate applications (both in-house and cloudbased) to simply be service providers.

It can also handle more advanced capabilities. For
example, IDaaS systems can collect intelligence

WALLIX Trustelem protects company assets and

(i.e., logging events and reporting on which users

data, and blocks attacks by strengthening identity

accessed what information and when) to better

and access security. This reduces the attack surface

understand,

available to hackers using phishing or social

monitor,

and

improve

identity

management and access provisioning.

engineering. In turn, this leads to better
compliance with security regulations.

Crucially for time and resource-pressed IT teams,
an IDaaS solution can be easily integrated with an

In addition, Trustelem unifies, secures, and

organization’s

and

simplifies user access to applications, and

workflows. It offers secure collaboration with 3rd

streamlines identity management for IT admins. It

party contractors thanks to directory integration

offers centralized authentication for applications

capabilities, plus easy integration with pre-defined

and efficient admin tools to facilitate user

existing

infrastructure
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experience and security for all. The centralization
of Identity and Access Security is invaluable,
enabling organizations to:
• Connect different sources of identity and
synchronize Active Directories with Trustelem AD
Connect
• Simplify user access through SSO connections
and identity federation
• Increase efficiency through the centralized
implementation of access control policies on user
groups
• Simplify the management of access to

applications from both internal employees and
third parties
• Apply secure and contextual authentication to
protect corporate assets
• Save budget by reducing the time-consuming
task of manual, dispersed identity management
and associated support costs
• Improve control and awareness of application
usage and access to regulate costs and licensing
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Conclusion
The digital transformation represents a
continuous and increasing shift in the way
organizations work. With advances in
technologies, an expanding array of
cloud-based applications, and employees
connecting to corporate assets remotely,
organizations need a solution to manage
identities
secures

safely.
the

WALLIX

digital

Trustelem

transformation,

centralizing and streamlining access to
company applications for users and
simplifying administration for IT teams.
When looking to implement an Identityas-a-Service

solution,

simplicity

and

security are key. WALLIX Trustelem offers
best-of-breed identity and access security
for a secure digital future.
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